Spoken language understanding (SLU) addresses the problem of mapping natural language speech into semantic frame for structure encoding of its meaning. Most of the SLU systems separate out the dialog act (DA) identification from the named entity (NE) recognition to generate the semantic frames. In previous works, these two subtasks are treated by independent or cascaded approaches. In the cascaded systems, however, DA and NE influence only to one side, rather than to both sides. In this paper, we develop a new joint SLU model with a triangular-chain conditional random field (CRF) to encode inter-dependence between DA and NE. On four real dialog data, we show that our joint approach outperforms both independent and cascaded approaches.
INTRODUCTION
The goal of spoken language understanding (SLU) is to extract meanings from natural language speech and infer the speaker's intention to provide a natural human-computer dialog interface. To understand the human language, most SLU systems define a semantic frame, i.e., a formal structure of predicted meanings consisting of slot/value pairs [1] . For SLU task, a frame is usually divided by two main components; dialog act (DA) and named entity (NE). A DA presents the meaning of an utterance at the discourse level, and it is approximately the equivalent of intent [1] or subject slot [2] in the practical dialog system 1 . And the NE is an identifier of entity such as person, location, organization, or time. For the SLU problem, we itemize NE as the domain-specific semantic meaning of a word. Figure 1, for example, shows semantic frame representations for ATIS and electronic program guide (EPG) domains.
Current state-of-the-art SLU systems use cascaded or pipeline scheme, which is often accomplished by training a NE model, and use its prediction as a feature for the DA classifier. However, this cascaded approach has a significant drawback; the NE recognition module cannot take advantage of information from the DA identification module. Our assumption here is that DA and NE are significantly correlated, i.e., DA information influence NE recognition task and vice versa. Thus, we should concurrently optimize DA and NE models together. To address this problem, one solution is to use a complex model to reflect inter-dependency between DA and NE in a joint manner. 1 In this paper, we define that DA is a domain-dependent intent, and do not allow multiple DA's to one utterance. Recently, researchers have begun to study joint modeling that yields better performance than the cascaded approach in several experimental results. Sutton et al. introduced a factorial conditional random fields (CRF) and showed an improvement in the domain of part-of-speech tagging and noun-phrase chunking [3] . Also, Daume and Marcu have obtained an increased performance in entity detection and tracking by using structured prediction and its derived global features [4] . However, most of the previous works are to predict multiple sequences or to identify multiple classes. In SLU task, however, we wish to predict a class type of DA and a sequence of NE's when given an utterance.
In this paper, we introduce a new joint model to integrate DA identification and NE recognition with a triangular-chain structure. Our method extends a linear-chain CRF to joint models for encoding meta-sequence information such as DA. Our model differs from other joint decoding approaches by combining two different types of classifiers; (unstructured) maximum entropy (MaxEnt) classifier and (structured) CRF sequence labeler. We evaluate our method on four SLU data sets, and demonstrate the improvements over the baseline model.
MOTIVATION
In this section, we present the background and motivation for the joint SLU model. Figure 2 demonstrates three systematic diagrams for SLU tasks; independent, cascaded and joint approach. An automatic speech recognizer transcribes the speech into string (x) and passes it to the SLU modules. The SLU modules form a semantic frame consisting of (x, y, z) and passes it to the dialog manager. To motivate the joint modeling method that we will describe below, we first review current techniques for independent and cascaded system. x x, y, z
Fig. 2. Systematic diagrams for independent (top), cascaded (middle), and joint SLU system (bottom)
In the statistical framework, SLU tasks can be stated as DA classification and NE sequence labeling (or segmentation) problems. Define the input feature vector of discrete random variables as x = (x1, . . . , xT ) ∪ (xz), a NE sequence for the state variables as y = (y1, . . . , yT ) and a DA type for the class variable as z. Note that y corresponds to a word sequence and z to a sentence. Traditionally, the problem of the SLU tasks is to take a finite set of observed training examples and construct two classifiers fNE : x → y and fDA : x → z that achieve small misclassification errors on test examples. In probabilistic model, we can evaluate the test examples by using the search operation y * = arg maxy p(y|x) and z * = arg maxz p(z|x).
To build a sequential NE model, we use a linear-chain CRF; a model that assigns a joint probability distribution over labels which is conditional on the input sequences, where the distribution respects the independent relations encoded in a graph [5] . A linear-chain CRF ( Figure 3 ) is defined as follows:
where Zy(x) is the normalization factor that makes the probability of all state sequences sum to one. f k (yt−1, yt) encodes any aspect of a state transition, yt−1 → yt and g k (yt, x) encodes the observation (a set of input features) feature, x, centered at the current time, t. λ k and µ k are trained parameters associated with the features f k and g k .
For DA identification, we use a multivariate logistic regression called MaxEnt classifier as
where Zz(x) is the normalization factor and h k (z, x) is the feature function associated with ν k . Note that MaxEnt model is unstructured prediction, i.e., dependencies between output variables are ignored.
In the cascaded systems, NE information transfers to the DA classifier, fDA, and observation x includes y * (prediction of fNE). NE plays an important role in identifying the DA, which can also improve performance of fDA classifier in this scheme. Also we can imagine another cascaded model; first fDA is run that classifies the DA in an utterance x, and then fNE attempts to predict the NE sequence using the prediction of fDA. But two pipelines cannot coexist, thus, we can improve only single task, rather than both tasks. Developing a novel method to improve both DA and NE performance is the major motive to joint the SLU model.
From this motive, we develop a new joint model combining two subtasks, DA and NE classification. In particular, our method is based on an integration of two machine learning methods, MaxEnt and CRF. The joint classifier f employs the inter-dependence (y ↔ z), and concurrently predicts (y * , z * ) given x. In the next section, we will describe methods to model this inter-dependence and to exploit it for joint learning/inference step.
METHODS

Triangular-chain Structure Model
To perform joint prediction, we need to represent inter-dependencies between DA and NE. In this paper, we extend a linear-chain CRF by adding probabilistic connections between DA and NE, i.e., adding edges between them in an undirected graphical model. We call this model a triangular-chain CRF model (Figure 3) . The triangularchain CRF can represent inter-dependence between DA and NE, so that DA and NE are affected by each other. Figure 3 shows graphical representations of CRF family. Unlike the factorial CRF [3] , we address the problem for integration of a word-and sentence-level model.
We can formalize the joint probability of an NE sequence y and a DA class z, given an input x and parameters Θ as
where φ is the potential over triangular-chain model, and the partition function Z(x) is defined to ensure that the distribution is normalized as Z(x) = y,z exp(φ(x, y, z)). We assume that φ factorizes the triangular-chain structure to three sets of feature functions f k , g k and h k , so that it is defined as:
where parameter vector is Θ = {λ, µ, ν}. Each feature function represents the dependence between each other; f k (yt−1, yt, z) is a function of the triangular-chain to encode aspects of dependencies, yt−1 → yt and y ↔ z, g k (yt, x) is an input feature function for NE, which is the same as in Eq (1) and h k (z, x) is an input feature function for DA as in Eq (2).
In the triangular-chain model, we exploit the inter-dependence (y ↔ z), which can be an arbitrary function of two variables, y and z. In this paper, we factorize f k as: where f 1 is a function of the NE state-transition (same as f k in Eq (1)) and f 2 is a function of the dependence feature of DA and NE 2 .
Joint Inference
Given an input feature x, the inference computes the marginal distributions for parameter estimation or the Viterbi search for a new example. In the triangular-chain CRF, the joint inference is performed by multiple exact inferences of linear-chain CRF. Naturally, triangular-chain CRF has |Z| planes of the linear-chain search space, i.e., one plane corresponding to a realization of one z. In the forward-backward algorithm for linear-chain CRF, it can be shown by recursion that the sum of final alphas yields the mass of all state sequences, then αT +1(yend) = J j=1 αT (j). To extend it, we add a final dummy node s end , which connects all end node y z end for each z. The mass of all state sequence for triangularchain CRF can be calculated by summing all end node y z end , then
Note that each z plane should be multiplied by ζ(z) = exp( k ν k h k (z, x)), and it plays a prior role of DA and its observation. Figure 4 shows the search space in a triangular-chain CRF.
The complexity of joint inference is O(T |Y| 2 |Z|), where T is the size of the sequence. It takes polynomial times of the linear-chain CRF, and we can use an exact Viterbi inference algorithm. In large state spaces for |Z|, however, the inference can be expensive. Thus, we employ the pruning method, in which planes with p(z|x; Θ) < are removed. p(z|x; Θ) can be calculated easily by the following 2 In general, we can define that f k (y t−1 , yt, z) is a function of a triangulated clique. In this setting, the model represents the z-dependent state transition. In this paper, however, we assume that NE state transition is independent from DA, that is, DA operates as an observation feature to identify NE labels. equation:
In the inference step, we maintain the beam I, and predict (y * , z * ) by arg maxy∈Y,z∈I p(y, z|x).
Parameter Estimation
Given the training data D = {x
..,N , we estimate the model parameter Θ by a maximum likelihood estimation. We optimize the log likelihood as
The derivatives of L with respect to three parameters λ k , µ k and ν k are
and
∂L ∂ν k = Ep h k − Ep h k where Ep and Ep are empirical counts and expectations, respectively. After calculating Ep and Ep using the forward-backward recursion, learning a triangular-chain CRF is identical to the linear-chain CRF, hence, we can use the same techniques to estimate the parameters.
To avoid over-fitting, the 2-norm regularization is applied to penalize on weight vector whose norm is too large. We optimize the parameters using a limited memory version of the quasi-Newton method (L-BFGS), which uses approximation to the Hessian. The L-BFGS method converges super-linearly to the solution, thus it can be an efficient optimization technique on large-scale NLP problems.
EXPERIMENTS
Data Sets and Experiment Setup
We evaluate our method on four goal-oriented dialog data; Air-Travel (English; CU-Communicator corpus), Robot-café (Korean; humanrobot interface), Telebanking (Korean; automatic response system for banking service), and TV-EPG (Korean; home-appliance interface). All data sets are collected and annotated to develop spoken dialog systems that consist of annotated DA and NE. In practice, the realistic dialog system for human-computer interface prefer a short and restrictive dialog. The average number of words per an utterance is less than 7∼12 words and the average number of classes per an utterance is nearly 1∼5 in these data sets. All data sets we evaluate are summarized in Table 1 .
We have evaluated all data sets, and the results have been averaged over 5-fold cross validation with an 80/20 split of the data. As it is a standard, we compute precision and recall, which are evaluated on per-entity basis and combined into a micro-averaged F1 score (F1 = 2PR/(P+R)). Both linear-chain and triangular-chain CRF are trained for 200 iterations with a Gaussian prior variance of 20. And we prune the planes down to of 0.001. All experiments are implemented in C++ and executed on Linux with XEON 2.8 GHz dual processors and 2.0 Gbyte of main memory.
Results
We first compare the independent, cascaded and joint models for a standard Air-Travel data set. To test the cascaded approach, we use two types of pipelining; y → z (Cascaded 1) and z → y (Cascaded 2). Moreover, in training, we can use true (y) or noisy (predicted) labels (y * ) of the previous tasks for the current task, thus all 4 possible cascaded systems are examined in this experiment. Table 2 shows the experimental results of the comparison for each system. In this result, we achieve significantly improved performance by including DA and NE to the independent subtask model (p-value are calculated by using paired t-test). On the average F1-score, joint model achieved the improvement over both independent and cascaded systems. Also the differences in F1 between joint and all cascaded models are statistically significant (p-values are 0.001, 0.013, 0.005, and 0.004 for 4 cascaded systems versus joint system).
The results of all other data sets are also statistically significant (p = 0.001 ∼ 0.05) and summarized in Table 3 . Two results from cascaded 1 and 2 systems trained with noisy labels are merged in one column in the table. For 2 of 4 sets, the our joint system which uses the triangular-chain CRF performs better on both DA and NE tasks. And for 2 of 4, the joint model performs better on DA tasks. This result shows that DA and NE are correlated to each other, and joint learning and inference can improve the performance on both tasks. 
CONCLUSION
We have presented a new method to jointly predict DA and NE in SLU tasks. Our model encodes inter-dependence between DA and NE by using a triangular-chain structure, where learning and inference are efficient. In real-world dialog data sets, our method preforms significantly better than the traditional models which are based on independent or cascaded approaches.
In this paper, we have focused on supervised learning in both DA and NE classification. However, triangular-chain structure model can also be naturally applied to semi-supervised learning problems, in which one of the tasks is unobserved. To learn this extended models, we can employ various latent variable methods with EM algorithm. The first alternative is to extend DA clustering and NE classification. Applying and extending our approaches to other natural language problems such as joint information extraction and text categorization or topic-related sequential labeling are some of the topics for future works.
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